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Abstract
In this paper, we determine a condition of applica-
bility of a very simple formalism for the calculation
of a fast process taking place in a non-equilibrium
medium, in which the particle distribution functions
are frozen in time.
Indeed, a well known obstacle for the use of such
a naive formalism is the appearance of the so-called
“pinch singularities”. We argue that these poten-
tially dangerous terms can be regularized, and that
they are negligible if the characteristic time-scale of
the process under study is small compared to the re-
laxation time of the system.
LPT-ORSAY 01/31, BNL-NT-01/7
1 Introduction
The real-time formulation [1, 2, 3, 4] of thermal field
theories encodes the interactions with the heat-bath
through distribution functions that appear explicitly
in the propagators of the fields. In thermal equilib-
rium, those distributions depend only on energy, and
are the Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac distributions.
This formalism has been thought to be also suit-
able for the study of processes taking place in a
non-equilibrated medium [3, 5], provided one replaces
the equilibrium statistical weights by other functions
of energy reflecting the new particle distributions.
These functions are allowed to have a space-time de-
pendence, but all the statistical weights of a diagram
are taken at the same point in space-time, so that this
coordinate is just a passive parameter in the calcula-
tion of a diagram. Therefore, the Feynman rules of
this formalism remain formally similar to those of the
initial real-time formalism. Of course, such a naive
formalism is not expected to be universally valid to
calculate out-of-equilibrium processes, but should be
reasonably good for processes that are fast compared
to the relaxation time of the medium. In other words,
the approximation made by evaluating all the distri-
bution functions at the same time in a diagram should
be satisfactory if the distributions indeed change very
little over the typical time it takes for this process to
take place.
As a starting point of the discussion, let us come
back to the work of Altherr and Seibert [6] who re-
alized that this naive formalism is plagued by singu-
lar terms that seem to prevent its use for any prac-
tical purpose. More precisely, these terms are ill-
defined products of propagators, with poles “pinch-
ing” the real energy axis, also known as “pinch sin-
gularities”. These pinch terms cancel exactly in
equilibrium thanks to the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger
[7, 8] (KMS) identities. However, the KMS relations,
which are an expression of the detailed balance prin-
ciple, are not satisfied out-of-equilibrium, and this is
responsible for the non-cancellation of the pinch sin-
gularities.
Altherr [9] then proposed to regularize the pinch
terms by using effective propagators on which a width
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has been resummed. Indeed, this width moves the
poles of the propagator away from the real axis, and
the pinch terms become finite. For a width Γ, they
yield contributions proportional to 1/Γ. However,
the order of magnitude of these pinch contributions
has not been investigated in a systematic way.
In fact, subsequent work by Bedaque [10] and Nie-
gawa [11, 12] shows that pinch terms are clearly re-
lated to neglecting space-time inhomogeneities. In
a more sophisticated formalism based on Baym-
Kadanoff equations, the would-be pinch terms are
compensated by terms containing gradients of the
distribution functions.
One could therefore assess the validity of the naive
formalism by estimating the order of magnitude of
the pinch terms, compared to the ordinary terms.
Large pinch contributions would indicate that the
simplification that led to this formalism is not ap-
plicable, and that we are in a situation where the
relaxation of the medium has a non trivial interplay
with the process one is calculating. On the other
hand, negligible pinch terms are an indication that
this naive formalism can be used.
Our strategy in this paper is as follows. We start
from this naive formalism, and perform a consistency
check by estimating the relative order of magnitude
of the pinch terms on a very simple example. From
there, we obtain a condition for these pinch terms
to be negligible in front of the regular ones. This
condition defines the domain of validity of the naive
formalism, and coincides with intuition: pinch terms
are negligible if the typical time scale of the pro-
cess under study is much smaller than the relaxation
time. In other words, if this condition is satisfied, the
calculation of a fast process at a given time can be
performed with out-of-equilibrium statistical weights
that are “frozen” at that time and one is allowed to
neglect pinch terms.
2 Out-of-equilibrium retarded-
advanced formalism
We start by a generalization of the closed-time-path
(CTP) formalism [1, 2, 4] in which one replaces the
Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac distributions by arbi-
trary functions [3, 5]. In addition to having an energy
dependence different from the equilibrium one, these
distribution functions may depend on a space-time
coordinate. However, an extra simplification of the
formalism we are using here is that all the statistical
weights of a given diagram are evaluated at the same
point in space-time. In other words, all gradients are
neglected. For bosons1, the four components of the
free matrix propagator in this formalism are:
G++0 (P,X) = ∆F (P ) + 2πn(|p0|, X)δ(P
2 −m2) ,
G−−0 (P,X) = ∆
∗
F (P ) + 2πn(|p0|, X)δ(P
2 −m2) ,
G+−0 (P,X) = 2π(θ(−p0) + n(|p0|, X))δ(P
2 −m2) ,
G++0 −G
+−
0 −G
−+
0 +G
−−
0 = 0 , (1)
with ∆F (P ) ≡ i/(P
2 − m2 + iǫ) and where X de-
notes the point in space-time where the distribution
functions are evaluated. In order to keep the nota-
tions compact, we have implicitly assumed that the
distributions are isotropic in momentum space since
we have not included a p dependence. Since all the
distribution functions will be evaluated at the same
space-time point in the calculation of Feynman dia-
grams, we drop the variable X in the following.
This formalism contains only these propagators
and the vertices corresponding to the fundamental
interactions. It does not contain any higher-order
correlator reflecting the initial statistical distribution.
In [13], it has been shown that this is achieved if one
drops all the non Gaussian correlations coming from
the initial density operator.
In this formalism, the vertices are the same as those
of statistical equilibrium, i.e. λ−−− = −λ+++ 6= 0
while all the other components are vanishing. Pinch
singularities appear as products of δ(P 2 − m2), or
as products of P/(P 2 − m2) where P denotes the
principal part. It is worth noting that this for-
malism requires only the distribution function n(p0)
for positive arguments; it is customary to extend
its definition to the complete real axis by requiring
n(−p0) = −1− n(p0) for bosons.
It is convenient to switch to the retarded-advanced
basis [14, 15] where two of the components of the free
1We consider bosonic fields in this paper for the purpose of
definiteness, but our arguments are valid for any type of field.
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propagator are vanishing, and where pinch singular-
ities appear as products of retarded and advanced
propagators with the same momentum. The transfor-
mation that leads to this formalism is a linear trans-
formation of the 2× 2 matrix made of the G±±0 :
GXY0 (P ) ≡
∑
a,b=±
UXa(P )UY b(−P )Gab0 (P ) , (2)
where the capital indices X,Y take the values R or
A, and where U(P ) is a 2 × 2 matrix specifying the
transformation. A choice leading to the retarded-
advanced formalism is
U(P ) ≡
(
1 −1
−n(−p0) −n(p0)
)
, (3)
where the first row is R, the second row is A, the first
column is + and the second column is −. After this
transformation, the matrix propagator becomes:
GXY0 (P ) =
(
0 GA0 (P )
GR0 (P ) 0
)
, (4)
with
GA0 (P ) ≡ G
++
0 (P )−G
−+
0 (P ) ,
GR0 (P ) ≡ G
++
0 (P )−G
+−
0 (P ) . (5)
In this formalism, the vertices λX...Y Z can be ex-
pressed in terms of λ+···+ and of the distribution
functions [14, 15]. In particular λA···A = 0. How-
ever, contrary to what happens in equilibrium, we
have λR···R 6= 0. This is a consequence of the fact
that the KMS relations do not hold out of equilib-
rium.
3 Resummation of a self-energy
As it stands now, the out-of-equilibrium retarded-
advanced formalism is plagued by pinch singularities.
These pinch terms can be made finite, as noted in [9],
by resumming a width on the propagators. One can
see this width as a purely mathematical device intro-
duced to make the results finite, but it makes more
sense to identify it with the usual collisional width
of particles in a plasma. For instance, if the theory
under consideration were QCD, this width would be
of order g2T ln(1/g).
The self-energy that one has to resum in or-
der to include the width has a peculiarity out-of-
equilibrium: the component ΣRR do not vanish, con-
trary to what happens in equilibrium. Indeed, the
matrix corresponding to the self-energy in the RA
formalism is:
ΣXY (P ) =
(
ΣRR(P ) ΣR(P )
ΣA(P ) 0
)
. (6)
This can be checked explicitly by using the previous
Feynman rules for the retarded-advanced formalism,
or can be understood by relating this component to
the more familiar CTP formalism, which is done by
means of the following relation:
ΣRR(P ) = n(p0)Σ
+−(P )− (1+n(p0))Σ
−+(P ) . (7)
The right hand side of the previous equation is
the usual collision term that appears in the Boltz-
mann equation, and it is known not to vanish out-of-
equilibrium. Taking into account this extra compo-
nent in the resummation, the resummed propagator
is [9, 16]:
GXY (P ) =
(
0 GA(P )
GR(P ) −iΣRR(P )GA(P )GR(P )
)
,
(8)
where GA and GR are the resummed retarded and
advanced propagators:
GR(P ) ≡
GR0 (P )
1 + iGR0 (P )Σ
R(P )
,
GA(P ) ≡
GA0 (P )
1 + iGA0 (P )Σ
A(P )
. (9)
The important property of the resummed matrix
propagator is that its GAA component is not zero out
of equilibrium. Moreover, this component is coming
from the pinch terms, regularized by the imaginary
part of the self-energy Σ.
In the following, when we talk about the “contri-
bution of pinch terms”, we have in mind the contri-
bution of the GAA component of the full propagator
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(which does not exist in equilibrium, and could2 ex-
plode if the width is going to zero).
4 Order of magnitude of pinch
terms
It is now interesting to compare the relative order
of magnitude of the regular components GR or GA
and of the component GAA which contains the pinch
terms. We have for instance:
GAA(P )
GR(P )
= −iΣRR(P )GA(P ) =
ΣRR(P )
P 2 −M2 − 2ip0Γ
,
(10)
where Γ is the width introduced on the propagator
by the previous resummation, and M2 = m2+ReΣR
is the resummed mass squared.
At this stage, it is very easy to express the previ-
ous ratio in terms of the various length scales of the
problem. First, the width Γ is a collision rate, and
its inverse is the mean free path of the particle in the
medium:
Γ ∼ λ−1mean . (11)
The virtuality P 2−M2 can be related by the uncer-
tainty principle to the typical lifetime of the off-shell
state of momentum P . We can write:
P 2 −M2 ∼ p0λ−1coh . (12)
Physically, the space-time scale λcoh (usually called
coherence length) one can define with the typical vir-
tuality of the propagators inside a diagram is a mea-
sure of the typical time it takes for the process under
study to take place[17, 18].
We need also an estimate for ΣRR(P ). This can
be obtained if we recall that ΣRR(P ) is the collision
term of a Boltzmann equation for particles of energy
p0 [19]:
p0
dn(p0, t)
dt
= ΣRR(P ) , (13)
2Note that a product like GA(P )GR(P ) does not neces-
sarily become infinite when the width Γ → 0. It becomes
singular only if the momentum P can reach the mass shell, i.e.
if the corresponding diagram exhibits a mass-shell singularity
already in equilibrium.
so that we can write:
ΣRR(P ) ∼ p0λ
−1
non eq , (14)
where λnon eq is the scale characterizing the relax-
ation of the medium. Collecting everything, we find
the relative order of magnitude of the pinch terms to
be
pinch
reg
∼
λ−1non eq
Max
(
λ−1mean, λ
−1
coh
) . (15)
We can now discuss different limits. If the micro-
scopic scale λcoh is the smallest of the three scales:
λcoh ≪ λmean, λnon eq, we have:
pinch
reg
∣∣∣∣
small λcoh
∼
λcoh
λnon eq
≪ 1 . (16)
In other words, the contribution of pinch terms is
always negligible if the process under consideration
is much faster than the relaxation of the medium.
Practically, when this is the case, one can just discard
the pinch terms.
On the contrary, when the coherence length is very
large, this ratio is instead
pinch
reg
∣∣∣∣
large λcoh
∼
λmean
λnon eq
. (17)
Usually, the remaining two scales are typically of the
same order of magnitude since it takes a few times
the mean free path to equilibrate the system.
We can now make a connection with the ap-
proaches of [10] and [11, 12], who investigated the
interplay between pinch singularities and the relax-
ation towards equilibrium. We see that the ratio of
Eq. (15) becomes infinite in the limit where λnon eq
becomes small, which is precisely the limit where ef-
fects of the relaxation are very important. This is
equivalent to saying that neglecting the relaxation in
the bare formalism of section 2 is responsible of pinch
singularities. However, we add the following preci-
sion: the importance of pinch terms depend on the
typical time-scale associated with the process under
consideration; and they are negligible whenever the
process is much faster than the relaxation. In other
words, the calculation of such a fast process at a given
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time can be done with formulas similar to the equi-
librium ones, with “frozen” out-of-equilibrium distri-
butions. In order to specify these distributions, one
needs to solve an appropriate Boltzmann equation
with given initial conditions.
In the case of a very slow process (Eq. (17)), one
cannot disentangle the evolution of the medium from
the process under study, and it becomes necessary to
keep track of the gradients. In addition, it becomes
very problematic to define quantities like production
rates, since the usual formulas of thermal field theory
give local rates.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the consistency of
a naive out-of-equilibrium field theory formalism in
which rates are calculated at a given time, neglecting
all gradients. We have estimated the relative order of
the pinch terms and found that that they are always
negligible for processes that are characterized by a
time-scale very short in front of the relaxation scale.
In other words, the naive simplification which con-
sists in dropping all the gradients and in using distri-
bution functions that are “frozen” in time leads to a
consistent formalism provided the statistical weights
have very small variations over the typical time it
takes for the process under study to take place.
On the contrary, the situation is much more in-
volved if this condition is not satisfied, i.e. for a pro-
cess whose typical time-scale is comparable to the
relaxation time itself. That this situation is difficult
to handle should not come as a surprise since in this
regime a local kinetic theory is not applicable: one
has to go back to first principles and solve Baym-
Kadanoff-type equations.
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